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                                    Full Governing Board Meeting Minutes 

                     21st July 2020 held remotely  

                       5.30 commence time  
  

ATTENDEES 

   

 

Attendees Initials 
Category of Governor  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iain Stewart IS Chair 
Co-opted 

Vicky Morris VM Vice Chair 
Local Authority 

Pete Simmons PS Co-opted governor 

Steve Mariner SM Parent 

Martin O’Mohony MO Staff 

  Steve Mellor SME Ex Offico 

Samantha Rose Clerk  

NON- 
ATTENDEES 

None 
 

MINUTES 
RECORDED BY 

Clerk – remotely recorded 

 

 

 

ITEM 1 
Chair’s Introduction 

 

Governance update 
Ofsted will start visiting schools and colleges after the summer holidays to see how they are 
getting back up to speed, after being closed to most pupils and learners for so long. Ofsted has 
announced a programme of ‘visits’, not inspections, that will aim to reassure parents, ministers 
and the public about how schools and colleges are managing the return to full education for 
their pupils and students. Inspectors will use the visits to work collaboratively with leaders, 
listening and providing appropriate challenge. Ofsted will report back on the national picture 
across England.  The visits will not be graded. Instead, the outcomes of the discussions with 
school and college leaders will be published in a brief letter so that parents can understand 
what steps are being taken to help children back into full time education 
Agenda order changed by chair 
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ITEM 2 Conflict of Interest and Apologies 
Minutes from the Previous Meeting and Actions Arising 

 

 

No conflicts of interest declared at this meeting 

 
Minutes agreed to be of true representation from meetings held on 23/03/2020 and 01/06/2020 
 

• Instrument of governance – See agenda item 5 

• Covid-19 risk assessment -   See agenda item 10 

RA1000 Covid-19 document approved and submitted to county 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

  
  

 

 

 

ITEM 3 Culm Co-operative Learning Partnership - See supporting document CCLP Discussion 
 

 

Awaiting decisions on the future of CCLP and a response to the questions CH as raised in regards 
to our membership and appointment of foundation governors. 
 
Governors were asked if the wish to continue with the CCLP when no contact/support is provided 
by them. 
 
MM advised that Small schools need to work together and not in isolation especially a small rural 
school like CH 
 
Outcome of the discussion and all governors agreed to remain in CCLP and await further develop 
from them 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

 
   

ITEM 4 Instrument of governance 
Update on current situation – see attached document CH instrument of governance 
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ITEM 6 Housekeeping 

 

• July the 6th 2020 the new instrument of governance will be in place- All governors 
approved 

• All terms of office will be for four years with the exception of the headteacher whose 
appointment is ex-officio. 

• Foundation governors will be appointed by the Culm Co-operative Learning Partnership 

• Positions held as of July 21st 2020 
 
Chair re-elected - IS 
Vice Chair re-elected -VM 
2 co-opted – IS and PS 
1 LA - VM 
1 Staff -MM 
2 Parent Governors – SM and one vacancy 
2 Foundation Governors – 2 vacancies 
1 Ex office - SME 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

Add new instrument of governance to clerk file clerk 
 22/09/2020 

ITEM 5 Future School Management 
Update on the changes to the school management structure from Sep 20 

 

Governors have been informed by SME and MM of the new appointment of head of school 
at CH IS informed all governors of the new appointment via email before this meeting. MM 
confirmed he will be supporting the new head of school and their will be a period of 
transition. MM will remain on the governing board. CH will continue to support CH through a 
management partnership for the next academic year 2020-2020 
 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 
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Process for elections of chair/vice chair 

• Approved as stated in the ToRs 
 
Election of chair and vice chair 

• IS elected as chair – proposed by VM and PS 

• VM elected as VC – Proposed by IS and PS 
 

Membership of the FGB 

• Amendment to the no of governors from 12 to 9 as stated in the instrument of 
governance 

• Approved as stated in the ToRs 

• Parent elections to be held in the new academic year 2020-2021 
 
Terms of Reference for FGB and committees 

• Approved as stated in the ToRs 
 
Membership of committees 

• Approved as stated in the ToRs 

• Hearing committee- PS VM External Co-opted 

• Appeals- IS External Co-opted External Co-opted 

• Admission- Headteacher IS VM 

• Pay and Personal – PS IS SM 
 
Lead Governor Roles 

• Safeguarding governor- VM 

• Whistle blowing governor- PS 

• Finance governor -PS 

• SEND governor - IS 

• Health and Safety governor- SM 
 
Dates for the FGB meeting 2020/2021 

• Governors agreed to continue attending all meeting remotely until further notice. Clerk 
confirmed continuation of meeting on a Tuesday evening commencing at 5.30pm 

The next meeting will be held 

• 03/09/2020 for risk assessment approval for re-opening of school 

• Full FGB 22/09/20 
 
Attendance data 2019-2020 

• All governors have attended all meetings throughout the academic year 2019-2020 

• Compliance -upload attendance data of governors to website 
 
Terms of office 

• No one coming to an end this year 
 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

• Amendment to the no of governors from 12 to 9 as stated in the instrument 
of governance  
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• Parent elections to be held in the new academic year 2020-2021 
 

• Compliance -upload attendance data of governors to website 
 

 
 
clerk 
 

 

22/09/2020 
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ITEM  7 Head of School Report Update – report emailed to the FGB ahead of the meeting 
Led by MM 

 

The school has been open since the 1st of June 2020 
 

• No on roll 20 

• Complaints: None 

• New Starters: We have had 6 new starters this term. 5 of these children have 
joined us from Plymtree, 1 child from outside of the County. 2 children in Y6, 2 
children in Y5, 1 child in Y4 and 1 child in Y3. 

• Exculsions:0 

• Staffing – Appointment of new experienced teacher 

• Attendance: As of 20th March 2020 

50% of the school were below 95% attendance (10 children) One child had an 
unauthorised extended family break due to a proposed relocation abroad in the summer 
term; Illness and holiday accounted for the other absences. Each child equates to 5%, there 
are 20 children on roll 50% of the school were at 95% attendance or above (10 children) 
30% of the school attained 100% attendance (3 children) Each child equates to 5%, there 
are 20 children on roll 

• Quality of teaching and learning 

Governors have formally received feedback from Brad’s SIP visit from Steve Mellor during 
the 1st Spring Term Governor’s meeting but here is the summary of the report. 

‘The headteacher and executive headteacher are working well together. The executive 
headteacher has ensured effective support in other areas. For example, the school’s 
finances. The headteacher is putting the correct systems and processes in place. 
Expectations have been raised. A great deal has been achieved in the past term. The 
quality and consistency in the teaching and learning have improved and there are now 
good relationships with parents. The support staff are being better managed and 
supported. The leaders fully appreciate that more work is required to ensure further 
improvement in the quality of education so that the school can be judged to be good at the 
next inspection. However, the quality and consistency of teaching is the best that the 
adviser has evaluated in the school.’ 

• School Development Planning for 2020/21 

Progress on the SDP was somewhat halted and over the Summer Steve and I will review 
the SDP and assess which targets will be need to continue but I believe the priorities will 
need to include…. 

• Curriculum 
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To ensure the curriculum is broad and well planned. Teaching and learning is appropriately 
sequenced, is based on progressive knowledge and provides the skills to enable all pupils 
to take advantage of opportunities, responsibilities and experiences in later life. At the 
heart of this will be the promotion of every child’s love of reading. To strengthen the role 
of subject leaders to enhance their skills in monitoring and curriculum development. 

• English and Maths 

Improve the quality of teaching and learning in Reading, Writing and Maths challenging the 
progress and outcomes of the most able, SEND and PP children, whilst ensuring a 
consistent approach to Teaching and Learning across all Key Stages. 

• Attendance: 

To Improve the attendance of all groups of pupils to be at least in line with the Devon 
average of 96%. Where persistence absence is high, swift action will be undertaken 

To challenge this through an integrated approach (including parents, staff, EWPO and 
governors). 

These will be supported by the overarching Federation improvement plan and an 
additional SDP focus relating to leadership and management. Governors at CH will monitor 
attendance at FGB meeting 

Governors had the opportunity to discuss the data in the HofS report 

MM informed governors the assessments included the 6 new starters that joined the 
school in January and February 2020. Lock down has meant that there is not a 
comprehensive range of data to support their attainment but teachers have used teacher 
assessment to validate these. 5/6 children that joined the school had SEN although we 
have now removed two from the register as much of their needs were driven by anxiety. 
Both Year 6 came to us with SEN needs. 

Both Foundation children are girls. Planning priorities focused on improving the physical 
aspects of learning especially their fine motor skills, reading and number. 100% of children 
to achieve a GLD were on track to achieve their GLD. 

• Year 1 

There are 4 children in Year 1. 75% were targeted to achieve their Year 1 Phonics 
screening. 

• Year 2 

75% of children are working at ARE in all areas. With 25% ARE in all three areas. Spring 
term Interventions were successfully put in place to increase rates of progress. Significant 
progress was made in writing as documented by the books. 

• KS2 
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Since the last time the HOS report was written the KS2 class has risen from 4-10 children. 
This has totally changed the expected outcomes for the cohort. 60% of the children are on 
the SEN register and 50% are now PP (This figure has significantly increased through 
Lockdown). All children that transferred into the school have come with very limited SEN 
documentation. From September Phil Parsons the DM Senco has a very clear contracted 
role to support those children and their families. The vast experience of Mrs.Tommins will 
provide the platform and we are currently looking at the TA timetable to support those 
children as their defined needs become identified. 

MM is confident that all books demonstrate progress from their starting points especially 
the new starters. 

Agenda Items as specified by Governors July 2020 

• Update on current situation since re-opening 

The school has been open to F, Yr 1 and Year 6, the families of key workers and vulnerable 
children since June 1st. The school initially opened with one bubble but then reverted to 2 
from the end of June to allow for every child to return to school. As I am sure you aware 
the school has been open 5 mornings a week due shielding one member of teaching staff. 
5 children have not returned due to parental preference at this time. One child has decided 
to withdraw from Clyst Hydon and take up a place at Bradnich school. 

• Catch up plans if required 

With the majority of children receiving schooling since June 1st the children of Clyst Hydon 
will have be in a better place than most when they return in September. One of the main 
priorities for catch we need to be opportunities for extended writing as 

children fm both classes have come back a little reluctant to write for length and also a 
focus on problem solving in Maths. Much of the home learning was worksheet, project or 
fluency based which allowed for children to independently access tasks as for many 
families had limited access to IT. Fortnightly home visits took place in KS2 and a weekly 
Zoom session took place for both classes to ensure home school links were maintained for 
all children. 

• Assessments for Yr6 and their transition progress 

Both Year 6 children joined in the Spring and were placed on the SEN register although one 
was removed quickly as her needs were being met by QFT. The second children had more 
complex needs and an enhanced transition and additional meetings with the SEN lead have 
taken place. One of the children was expected to achieve ARE across the board in her 
SAT’s. 

• Further numbers for September 2020 

We believe that there will be 21 children on roll at the start of the Autumn Term. This is 8 
children up on the previous September with 3 new Foundation starters. Wendy has been 
communicating with parents throughout Lockdown and they have received their 
introductory pack. Before the end of term the children will also receive a video tour of the 
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KS1 classroom and several zoom sessions where Wendy will share stories and build 
relationships with the children. Juliette has visited the school meeting staff, children and 
parents. 

• Plans for re-opening in September 2020 

From September, I am anticipating that the school will fully re-open without the need to 
operate bubbles of any form or have a staggered start to the day. Wendy will formally be 
able to work full time without the need to shield from August 1st. Teaching staff are 
currently adapting the school teaching timetable so that both classes will not operate as 
separate Key Stages with the intention of coming together for Assemblies and at break and 
lunch times. Local educational trips will resume widening curriculum opportunities. 
However, residentials will not be able to take place until the DFE give the go ahead. 

Devon Norse will now be serving the school meals with teaching and admin staff sharing 
the responsibility to cover the second half of lunch time. These anticipated changes will be 
reflected in an updated risk assessment that will be shared with the H&S Governor prior to 
completion. 

Questions arising from discussion 
 
How is wrap around clubs operating in September? 
As we are operating the school on one bubble during COVID-19, wrap around care will not 
be affected and can continue as before lockdown. There is no reduction in numbers to the 
wrap around care and will be ran by AS 
 
How are you managing staff welfare with additional lunchtime cover and cleaning duties? 
The mealtime assistant has resigned and Devon Norse will be suppling lunchtime cover. 
Staff are managing well at present and receiving breaks as required. In September, any 
necessary changes can be made if required 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 
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ITEM 8 Lead Governor Role Reports 

 

Finance led by PS - See attached document 

 Governors to approval the Budget set and agreed by DCC 
 Update on FIPS 
 Budget Tracker 

 

PS met with SH (DMF Business manager) and SME in July 

 
Governors received the outcome from our FIPS application.  DCC have agreed to repay the 
redundancy and compromise on costs but not financially support the pervious academy 
overspend. DCC have also stipulated that DMF should invoice for management 
partnership support for September to March and they will reimburse the school for this 
cost. Management fee was not included in the budget and will be included into this budget 
2020-2021 of £10000. The Business Manger have raised an internal invoice to cover this. DCC 
have also agreed a deficit budget which is not something CH or governors have asked for. 

Cost centre in line with budget for this time of year. COVID-19 paperwork filled in – awaiting 
response. No staff were furloughed through Covid-19. 

 

Finance status 

Starting deficit of £39000 
Spending currently at £52000 
Leaving a carry forward of £11000 
 

There has also been a government acknowledgement of rural area internet issues. SH is looking 
into potential funding/support for improved internet access 

• Budget approved by IS and VM for 2020-2021 

• IS to sign and return the Agreement to Set a Deficit form 
 
PE and Sports premium Funding 

Clerk updated governors on the latest guidance regarding the carry forward of funding 
into the next academic year. 
 
The DfE has relaxed the ring-fencing arrangements for the PE and sport premium in the 2019 to 2020 academic year to 

allow any unspent grant to be carried forward into the next academic year (2020 to 2021). Where schools are carrying 

forward under-spends, their published online report should set out the amount being carried forward and give brief 

reasons for this under-spend.  Any under-spends carried forward will need to be spent in full by 31 March 2021 and 

schools should factor this into spending plans for their 2020 to 2021 PE and sport premium allocation. The 2019 to 2020 

conditions of grant document has been updated to reflect this exceptional amendment to the ring-fencing of the grant. 

 

MM will ensure website and school compliance 
 

Safeguarding led by VM and MM 
Clerk updated governors on the lastest guidance KCSiE 
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This consultation has been withdrawn permanently.  The DfE has stated that they want schools 
and colleges to be able to focus their efforts on responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore 
the 2020 Keeping Children Safe in Education (KCSIE) consultation which was suspended on 31 
March 2020 has been withdrawn permanently. 

 
MM confirmed there has been no MASH referrals although there is anticipation for high 
referrals in the autumn term. MM will be keeping in contact with CiC and three booked 
sessions are in place. 
 
SEND 
Send information report 

• Senco will review all information on the website and update accordingly 

• Website in regards to SEN information confirmed by MM is fully compliant 
 
Health and Safety - See governance update for guidance on the re-opening of schools in September 
 
COVID-19 risk assessment update and Supporting information form pervious meeting 

 Governors agreed risk appendix and supported the school opening on June 1st 2020 

 RA1000 Covid-19 document approved and submitted to county 

All governors agreed to the proposed risk assessment if amendments were implemented 

All governors agreed the risks were identified and mitigated where possible 

All governors agreed to support the opening of CH on 1st June 2020 in line with governments proposal 

of the re-opening of schools from 1st June 2020 

The RA100 Covid-19 document approved and submitted to county. 

 

Governors have been sent the proposed risk assessment for September re-opening 

 

Governors agreed to review the current risk assessment submitted by MM. A review meeting 
will be  on 03/09/2020 @ 5.30pm. This will allow for further changes/updates from government 
guidance 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

• IS to sign and return the Agreement to Set a Deficit form 

• Senco will review all information on the website and 
update accordingly 

• Meeting confirmed 03/09/2020 risk assessment Covid-19 

Chair 
 
SENCO 
 

ASAP 
 
22/09/2020 
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Next meeting 3rd September 2020 – Risk Assessment approval 

Next FGB meeting 22nd September 2020  

 

Close of meeting 7pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM 9 Policies to be formally adopted and approved 

 

 

Polices approved at this meeting 

 

 Safeguarding appendix 1 and 2 due to Covid 19 

 Behaviour policy update due to Covid -19 

 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

 

  

ITEM 8 Governor Tracker 

 
 

Is to update and report back to FGB 

ACTIONS RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

 

 

  


